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OSCAR DEBUTS SOULFUL SINGLE - REMEDY
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Oscar brings an upbeat, soulful sound with their debut single  Remedy.
Based in Stockholm Sweden, Oscar (or Oscar  Soul Experience, the name of their live shows)
consists of five guys who fuse Pop, Soul and R&B.

Founded in January 2017 by Oscar Ögren, he recruited four talented young musicians; Noa Svensson Drums/Percussion, Oliver Löwenham - Bass, Victor Lundell - Electric Guitar and Lucas Johansson Keyboard/Organ.

Remedy
OSCAR

The band decided to step away from the paths many
independent artists take - upload music to streaming websites
and hope for the best. Instead, they played several shows
around Sweden, Europe and China to establish a global
fanbase and spread their soulful sound.
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You can hear the influence performing live has brought to
their music with this debut single. Remedy feels alive and
pulses with energy. Vocally Oscar hints of Timberlake and
Danish band Artifact Collective.
Oscar plan to release more singles throughtout the year and I
can already sense their live shows are going to be a lot of fun
too!
Check them out on Facebook.
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ANDY COLLINS
I'm a South Londoner now living in Sweden. I'm also a part-time DJ/ founder of Urbanlife
Radio and co-founder of Scandinavian Soul. Music has always been my soundtrack to life
and although I listen to everything, soul is always in my playlist.

RELATED ITEMS
LOUIS SAMSON RELEASES A LOVE SONG - WITH ME
The former lead singer and songwriter from successful Danish
duo, Julias Moon, Louis Samson, releases his third track as a
solo artist - With Me.
The ballad is composed of lyrical heart, and a solid pop-soul beat
to make it instantly catchy and reminiscent of Timberlake and
The Weeknd.

NEW VIDEO: ARTIFACT COLLECTIVE - NICE VIEW

Danish band Artifact Collective discover what happens when an
old man celebrates his birthday in a cabin with three ladies.

More in this category: « Urban pop singer Louam drops new single - Rescue Me
Morning Sun Ft. Nanna.B »
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Scandinaviansoul.com is your
source of soulful music news
from the nordic regions.
We encourage you to listen, like and share
music and articles from our site.
Please support the artists
by purchasing their work
and attending their shows.
EST: MAR 2012
Based: Uppsala, Sweden
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